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ABSTRACT  
 This paper presents numerical results concerning the failure analysis of fiber-reinforced 
composites. In particular, damage initiation and progressive failure are considered. The numerical 
framework is based on the CUF advanced structural models and the component-wise approach. 
Such models are employed at all scales. In other words, the same structural framework is employed 
for macro-, meso-, and microscales. Two approaches are assessed, including direct numerical 
simulations via micromechanical homogenization analysis and two-scale analysis. The results are 
compared with those from literature and attention is paid to the evaluation of the computational 
efficiency of the present numerical framework. In fact, 3D-like accuracy is sought with a reduced 
computational effort.  
 
Keywords: Failure, Multiscale, Finite Element, CUF 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Over the years, the viability of virtual testing of heterogenous material systems such as 
composite materials has significantly improved. Recent advances in computing capabilities 
have led to a variety of implementations for multi-scale analysis of heterogeneous systems. 
Micromechanics based failure analysis of composite structures is a competent tool to model 
damage progression as it can effectively capture explicit variation in constituent properties 
along with their non-linearities.  
 
The paper presents an efficient finite element framework based on a class of refined finite beam 
models called Carrera Unified Formulation (CUF) for failure analysis in fiber-reinforced 
structures [1]. The energy based crack band theory (CBT) is implemented within the framework 
to predict the damage propagation in individual constituents [2,3]. The micromechanics 
framework is integrated into two-scale progressive failure analysis framework. The efficiency 
of the framework is derived from the ability of CUF models to provide accurate three-
dimensional displacement and stress fields at a reduced computational cost (approximately one 
order of magnitude of degrees of freedom less as compared to standard 3D brick elements). 
2 CARRERA UNIFIFED FORMULATION 
2.1 One-dimensional unified formulation 
The coordinate system adopted is illustrated in Fig. 1. The longitudinal axis of the beam 
coincides with the y-axis of the coordinate system (0 ≤ y ≤ L) and the cross-section Ω is overlaid 
on the x-z plane.  
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Figure 1: Coordinate system for the 1D beam 
Carrera Unified formulation (CUF) expresses the displacement field as an expansion of 
generic cross-section function 𝐹𝜏(𝑥, 𝑧) with the displacement 𝒖𝜏(𝑦) 
 
 𝒖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑡) = {𝑢𝑥 𝑢𝑦 𝑢𝑧}
𝑇
  
            (1) 
 𝒖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑡) = 𝐹𝜏(𝑥, 𝑧)𝒖𝜏(𝑦; 𝑡),   𝜏 = 1,2, … , 𝑀  
 
where T is the number of terms in cross-section expansion function 𝐹𝜏. The class of 1D CUF 
model adopted is based on the choice of 𝐹𝜏. Two classes of cross-section expansion functions 
are introduced within the context of this report: (1) Taylor Expansion (TE) and (2) Lagrange 
Expansion (LE) [1]. TE 1D models are based on the polynomial expansion of the kind 𝑥𝑖𝑧𝑗, as 
cross section function 𝐹𝜏, where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are positive integers [4]. LE 1D models are formulated 
using Lagrange polynomials as cross-section function 𝐹𝜏 [5]. These expansion functions consist 
of purely displacement values whereas 1D TE models are characterized with displacement and 
N-order derivatives of the displacements. Please refer to book by Carrera et al. for a 
comprehensive review on the CUF models [1]. 
 
2.2 Finite element formulation  
By adopting the conventional FE approach to discretize the beam along the y-axis, the 
displacement vector u can be defined as  
 𝒖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧; 𝑡) = 𝐹𝜏(𝑥, 𝑧)𝑁𝑖(𝑦)𝒖𝜏𝑖,        𝜏 = 1,2, … , 𝑀;  𝑖 = 1, . . 𝑝 + 1         (2)  
 
where 𝑁𝑖 is the beam shape function of order p and 𝒖𝝉𝒊 is the nodal displacement vector. The 
principal of virtual displacement holds 
 𝛿𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡 =  𝛿𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑡 − 𝛿𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 
 
           (3) 
where 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡 stands for internal strain energy, 𝐿𝑒𝑥𝑡 stands for work done by the external loads 
and 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 is the work die to inertial loading and 𝛿 stands for virtual variation. The stiffness and 
mass matrices and loading vector is obtained via manipulation of Eqn. (3). For further reading 
on formulation and assembly of global matrices, refer to book by Carrera et al [1]. 
 
 
3 COMPONENT-WISE MICROMECHANICAL FRAMEWORK AND 
CONSTITUTIVE MODELING OF DAMAGE 
 
Within the Component-Wise micromechanical framework, the RVE is modelled as a beam 
structure with the cross-section discretized into an arbitrary number of Lagrange elements along 
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the x2-x3 plane as illustrated in Fig. 3 [6]. The cross-section of the RVE is discretized into 
multiple CW Lagrange elements with different constitutive properties. This enables the 
displacement and traction continuity across the interfaces of the different constituents. The 
cross-section extends along the span of the beam in the x1 direction. The beam is modelled 
using B4 elements (cubic interpolation). To remain consistent with periodic assumptions of the 
RVE, periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) need to be applied. A detailed description of the 
PBC implementation for CUF elements can be found in [6]. 
 
 
Figure 2: an illustration of a component-wise modeling of composite microstructure with arbitrary 
constituents 
3.1 Smeared crack band model 
The micromechanical analysis yields accurate three-dimensional strain and stress fields. These 
local fields are used to govern the progressive damage evolution within the RVE. The smeared 
crack band model is implemented within the CUF-CW micromechanical framework [2,3]. The 
smeared crack band model captures the behaviour of numerous micro-cracks formed in a given 
region and the energy dissipated during the formation of the crack band is smeared over the 
width within the finite element. The dissipated energy is related to the material fracture 
toughness. The fracture toughness Gc of the material is computed by the area under the traction-
separation law, which governs the cohesive behaviour of the crack propagation. 
3.1.1 Mode I crack under tensile principal stress  
When the principal stress with the largest magnitude is tensile in nature, it is assumed that the 
crack orients such that it is subjected to the pure mode I loading. The characteristic length lc is 
computed as the dimension of the finite volume running parallel to n1. Maximum stress criterion 
is used to determine the crack band initiation [7]: 
 
 
𝜎𝑚1
𝜎𝑚𝑐
= 1  
 
           (4) 
 
where 𝜎𝑚𝑐 is the cohesive strength of the crack band. Upon initiation, the orientation of the 
crack band is fixed. The post-peak softening slope EIT and the strain at failure is computed using 
the characteristic length lc and matrix fracture toughness Gc [2] 
 
𝜀𝑓 =
2𝐺𝑐
𝜎𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑐
 ;  𝐸𝐼𝑇 = (
1
𝐸0𝑚
−
𝜀𝑓
𝜎𝑚𝑐
)
−1
 
 
           (5) 
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where E0m is the undamaged Young modulus of the matrix. Material degradation due to crack 
formation is enforced on to compliance via the introduction of mode I damage variable DI 
𝑺𝑑 =
1
(1 − 𝐷𝐼)
𝑺            (6) 
 
The mode I damage variable DI is computed using the rotated strain: 
 
𝐷𝐼 = 1 +
𝐸𝐼𝑇(𝜀𝑐
𝑚 − 𝜀1
𝑚)
𝐸0𝑚
 
 
           (7) 
 
where 𝜀𝑐 is computed upon initiation (Eqn. 4). 
 
4 TWO-SCALE FRAMEWORK 
A two-scale finite element framework is developed to model response of laminated composite 
structures. The framework consists of a macro-scale model to define the structural level 
components, interfaced with a second sub-scale model at the fiber-matrix level. The 
representative volume element at the sub-scale is modelled with real material, e.g., fiber and 
matrix with details about packing and heterogeneity. The communication between the two-scale 
is achieved through exchange of strain, stress and stiffness tensor at every integration point in 
the macro-scale model as depicted in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Figure 3: Flow-chart for two-scale progressive failure analysis 
At the sub-scale model, periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are applied on the faces of the 
RVE. PBCs enforce the displacement continuity on all outer surface nodes of RVE. 
5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Two classes of numerical results are presented in this section. First numerical result deals with 
micromechanical progressive failure analysis for a randomly distributed fiber-reinforced 
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composite. The strength of an un-notched composite specimen is discussed in the second 
numerical result. 
5.1 Micromechanical progressive Failure analysis of randomly distributed fiber-
reinforced composite 
 Failure evolution in a randomly distributed fiber 
composite RVE under transverse tension is 
investigated. The failure mechanism is characterized 
to be brittle in nature accompanied with matrix 
cracking. In order to simulate the failure mode, a 
randomly distributed fiber composite RVE is 
developed in the CUF-CW micromechanics module 
as depicted in Fig. 5 [8]. The cross-section is 
modelled using 265 L9 elements as depicted in Fig. 
5 and the beam is discretised using 2 B4 elements 
with the length of 3mm. The total degrees of freedom 
of the problem amounts to a sparse system of 19,080. 
 
A similar RVE model is developed using 3D 
brick element using 24,765 brick elements with 
total degrees of freedom of 91,305.Fiber is 
assumed to be linearly isotropic in nature. 
Matrix exhibit linear isotropic behaviour 
coupled with crack band model for postpeak 
softening. The material properties for fiber 
(Silenka E-glass fiber) and 
MY750/HY917/DY063 epoxy matrix is 
tabulated in Table 1 [8].  
 
A global strain of 0.004 was applied along the 
transverse direction (x2) of RVE. Figure 6 
depicts the transverse stress versus transverse 
strain for randomly distributed fiber composite 
RVE under transverse tension. The contour plots 
for damage progression at various strains from 
transverse loading of RVE using CUF-CW and 
FEM 3D are depicted in Fig. 5. 
 
Following observations can be made: 
1. The ultimate global transverse stress 
computed using CUF-CW was 46.15 MPa 
at a strain of 0.0031, whereas the analogous 
FEM 3D model prediction amounted to 
51.11 MPa at a strain of 0.0029. 
2. From the damage contours (see Fig. 5), it 
can be postulated that CUF-CW and FEM 
3D provide comparable quantitative results 
for the applied global transverse strain and 
match well with crack paths observed in 
experiments. 
Figure 4: CW discretization of the cross-section of 
RVE with 13 randomly distributed fibers 
Figure 5: Damage progression in the randomly 
distributed fiber composite under transverse 
tension at global strains (a) 0.00275, (b) 0.0035 
and (c) 0.004 (gray: fiber, blue: undamaged 
matrix, red: damaged matrix) 
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Figure 6: Transverse tensile stress versus transverse tensile strain for randomly distributed fiber 
composite under transverse tension 
5.2 Two-scale progressive failure analysis of un-notched and notched fiber reinforced 
composite 
 
 
Figure 7: Uniaxial stress-strain curve for laminates [0]8 
An unnotched [0]8 coupon under uniaxial tension is simulated. A triply periodic RVE (see Fig. 
1) is used for analysing the composite coupon. The volume fraction of the RVE is 65% and it 
is made of IM7/977-3 material configuration [3]. The structural coupon was modelled in 
ABAQUS using C3D8 brick element and CUF-RVE micromechanical module is called at every 
gauss point for material response. The stress-strain response for a [0]8 laminate is presented in 
Fig. 5. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
Progressive failure analysis of fiber-reinforced composite using the newly developed 
framework based on refined beam models is successfully undertaken. The smeared crack band 
model is implemented within the CUF-CW micromechanics framework to simulate failure 
progression within an RVE containing 13 randomly distributed fibers under transverse tension 
loading conditions. The predicted failure modes using CUF-CW corresponds well with the 
analogous FEM 3D model and observations made in the experiments. The efficiency of the 
CUF-CW models in comparison to the standard FEM 3D model is highlighted. 
 
A novel micromechanics-based two-scale analysis for progressive damage analysis of 
composite is also presented. The micromechanics module integrated into the framework for 
undertaking progressive failure analysis. The efficiency of CUF beam models to produce an 
accurate displacement and stress fields is exploited for micromechanical analysis. Result for an 
unnotched [0]8 coupon under uni-axial tension is presented. The result is validated against 
experimental data. 
 
Future work includes exploring damage progression within RVE under compressive and shear 
loading conditions. Exploiting the two-scale progressive failure analysis framework to estimate 
stiffness and strength of notched and unnotched composite specimen shall also be undertaken. 
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